Prediction and evaluation criteria in perazine therapy of acute schizophrenics: psychopathological results.
In a pharmacopsychiatric pilot study 28 patients with an acute schizophrenic illness were treated for 4 weeks with perazine (Taxilan). Research goals in the psychopathological investigation were: (1) to assess the range of efficacy, target symptoms and syndromes of perazine and to compare these results with previous studies; (2) to compare the quality, interrater reliability, and practicability of two instruments of psychopathological assessment (AMDP and BPRS) for measuring change during treatment; (3) to apply new mathematical methods for finding statistically significant changes in symptomatology on the item level as well as on the levels of syndrome and total score; (4) to test whether pre-treatment prediction based on psychopathological evaluation or psychophysiological data is possible. The target symptoms and syndromes of perazine were the "positive" schizophrenic syndromes, above all thought disturbances and delusional phenomena. This result was consistent with a former perazine investigation. The BPRS proved to be a practicable and reliable instrument for a more global evaluation of change in psychopathology. The AMDP seemed to be especially useful for evaluating the homogeneity of a sample and showing differentiated psychopathological profiles. On this scale, changes in symptomatology became statistically apparent more clearly and more quickly on the syndrome level rather than on the level of single items. As to interrater reliability, both scales perform well. Dichotomizing the original scaling may mean a loss of information from both scales (AMDP and BPRS) in their evaluation of change. Hence it seems necessary to introduce new mathematical procedures (e.g., Friedman and Dunn-Rankin tests) into pharmacopsychiatric research.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)